the contours of american history
In "Take Out by Lisa Ling," a six-part docu-series which debuts on HBO Max on January 27, the award-winning journalist travels through the United States to examine the rich and diverse Asian-American

lisa ling’s new hbo max show ‘take out’ spotlights asian-american history through the lens of food
Packer attempts to outline the different contours of American political
Packer offers three historical examples of Americans who, in their different ways, were able to break out of the usual

garage packed: americans don’t know how to listen to each other
Their strategic moves and machinations, in the main, broadly define the contours of Cold War is seen as history today, some of the expansionist designs and aspirations that drove its main

big power aspirations defining main contours of global political order
We reviewed materials such as Mark Stein’s book "How the States Got Their Shapes" to find out how each state’s contours fit into the grand puzzle that is the United States of America.

how each state got its shape
But is there such a thing as a postliberal left? This is the topic treated in Adrian Pabst’s recent book Postliberal Politics. An advocate of the so-called “blue labour” movement in Britain, which

meeting the postliberal left
The presidential primaries are one of the most important elements of the American constitutional order that result end up defining the contours of political conflict. And yet, despite

the us presidential primary process, explained
The documentary traces the full contours of this brilliant and enigmatic man
Director Jamila Wignot said, "Ailey’s dances — celebrations of African American beauty and history — did more than move

american masters “ailey”
But just as Chennai has evolved over the decades, Sriram’s description of this metropolis has also sought to do justice to the changing contours of a city that chooses to change at its own pace.

capturing the changing contours of chennai
often giving us looks at the experiences of individual soldiers, sailors, and airmen. A Military History of India Since 1972 is an excellent read for anyone looking to better understand the recent
book review: a military history of india since 1972: full spectrum operations and the changing contours of modern conflict
Across his career, the British-born artist Hurvin Anderson (b.1966) has created works that consider the conditions of place, the operations of identity, and the contours of community and culture. His

hurvin anderson: between caribbean and british identities
After these data have been entered on a chart in their proper places, contours, known by the name of isobars, are drawn to show the lines of equal barometric pressure. This text was harvested from a

iii. results derived from the natality table of kőrösi by employing the method of contours or isogens
When Fariba Mohebi, an 11th grader, learned in September that most Afghan girls would not join boys returning to school under Taliban rule, she shut the door and windows to her room. Then she broke

‘why was i born a girl?’ an afghan poem inspires us students
Police arrested a Denver cop watcher on charges that he interfered with an investigation while filming a traffic stop, but when the case went to trial things started to fall apart.

cops arrested him for filming a traffic stop, then the case went to court...
With less than half of all Canadian households now subscribing to cable packages, cord-cutters continue to rewrite the script on what and how we watch TV. Stay tuned . . .